“I thought this was a wonderful experience!”

“Summer PAL has been extremely worthwhile – I have had a great time getting to know the campus, teachers and students. I learned a lot about myself, made new friends and can’t wait to come back in the Fall.”

“I felt much more confident about the fall. I’m glad I listened to my parents and attended the Summer PAL Program.”

“I learned more organizational skills and ways of learning. I had a lot of fun and worked hard.”

“I was amazed at how much I got done. It was a great time and I would do it again.”

Want to learn more?
Visit our website at www.curry.edu

Have more questions?
If you would like to talk to a current Curry student or learn more from us, send us an e-mail at pal@curry.edu with your contact info!
Or call us at (617) 333-2250.

We hope to see you this summer!
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Summer PAL is a highly acclaimed, 3-credit program for accepted PAL students. It provides a supportive and engaging academic and social environment that can help you begin your Curry career with confidence. Summer PAL includes the following:

• A mix of academic and social experiences designed to acquaint you with the joys and challenges of college life—to learn much and laugh often.

• Opportunities to form relationships with peers and professors that can provide the foundation for a well-rounded college experience.

• Activities that develop self-understanding and effective learning habits.

• A head start (socially and academically) on your college career.

Summer PAL is STRONGLY RECOMMENDED for all new PAL students.

The Summer PAL Advantage...

CONFIDENCE
• Learn the ins and outs of campus resources.
• Sample classes and meet professors from different majors – areas such as Psychology, Criminal Justice, and Communication.
• Earn three credits toward graduation.
• Get organized for the Fall.

FRIENDSHIPS AND CONNECTIONS
• Get to know the campus in a relaxed setting – explore the library, dining marketplace, tennis courts, pool and gym.
• Enjoy the many social events and outings.
• Live in the air-conditioned residence halls.
• Learn about the room selection process.
• Enjoy group activities that encourage teamwork and personal insight.
• Bond with peers who often become close friends for years to come.

NEW INDIVIDUALIZED APPROACHES TO LEARNING
• Think about learning in new ways.
• Understand your strengths and how to take full advantage of them.
• Sample assistive technologies – Kurzweil readers, Naturally Speaking software and recorded texts.
• Discover strategies in reading, writing, note-taking that work for you.
• Explore ways to improve time management, organization, and executive functions.

Join the many successful Summer PAL graduates who have become leaders in student government, theatre, athletics, academics and participants in the Honors Program!

For upcoming dates and tuition rates, please contact the PAL Program at (617) 333-2250 or by email at PAL@curry.edu. Information about Summer PAL can also be found on-line at www.curry.edu

Some limited scholarships are available. Apply online at www.curry.edu and search for Summer PAL.